Who we are and how we operate

By choosing to partner with us, you will be supported by a recognised leader in premium security risk management services, providing unique access to UK and international best practice and incorporating our demonstrable experience of supporting the CNI sector globally.

Our Services

- Drafting Threat and Risk Assessments through SMEs with vast experience of assessing threats against CNI entities and in conducting emergency planning and incident response support
- Embedding security experts within organisations adopting a ‘one team’ approach working to the same objectives
- Embedding and developing Security Management Systems
- Developing security strategy, policy and plans
- Providing lessons learned consultancy
- Advising on multi-agency working and planning
- Conducting security audits and planning to ICAO Annex 17 standards and beyond, especially in high risk locations
- Training and mentoring aviation security staff to ICAO and UK Department for Transport standards

Our demonstrable experience includes:

- Supporting the Irish Aviation Authority (IAA) develop and implement Security Management Systems for Air Traffic Management across Ireland
- Security and risk consultant support to EDF Energy at its Hinkley Point C (HPC) in Somerset, UK, since January 2014
- Eight Year Consulting Project for the London 2012 Olympics including Capacity Building and Security Design
- ISPS compliant security and vulnerability risk assessments of five international port facilities in West Africa
- Developing security plans, policies and procedures; recommendations for adopting new technology; integrating the new policies, processes and technology with specialist security training for the Middle East’s largest telecoms company
Security Risk Management

Our Approach
Our methodology leverages the value of our collective experiences in supporting the security of UK and global critical national infrastructure combined with our understanding from successfully supporting the resilience of CNI and other sectors from design, through to construction and operation.

Our approach focuses upon the desired outcome the client wishes to achieve. Our approach places greater emphasis on the people aspects of the security infrastructure. Coupled with the physical and cyber aspects, the solutions we develop include the arrangements for developing a security culture for the organisation – its resilience and its integration into the overall company structure; this includes not just the final facility operational staffing but the whole design, procurement, installation and commissioning.

Our approach is to provide our customers a single point of contact from which to deliver the most appropriate support at the right time. We do this by leveraging our highly experienced core team of subject matter experts and by drawing upon our established relationships with global security specialists and suppliers. We are confident our capable and proven team can meet the needs of our clients regardless of where they are in their planning and operational lifecycle.

KUWAIT INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
We have supported the Kuwait Ministry of Interior (MoI) to better secure the country’s international airport and meet its international obligations since 2016. Working collaboratively we audited the airport’s security systems, trained, and mentored assets for the MoI and leveraged the operational scale of our sister company G4S Kuwait to recruit, train and deploy 400 security operators to secure the airport. Services provided include:

- Security audit of the airport’s technical, physical and procedural security measures against ICAO Annex 17 and recommendations to achieve EC 300 standards
- Training Needs Analysis of existing Kuwaiti MoI security staff
- Mentoring and supervision of existing Kuwaiti MoI staff to provide an immediate improvement in security standards for passenger operations
- Security design advice for access control
- Delivery of a compliant and updated Airport Security Programme
- Ongoing support and advice by embedded AVSEC consultant to continually review and improve security standards at the airport

NUCLEAR NEW BUILD
Since December 2017 we have successfully partnered with respected, industry leading firms Thales UK and CornerStone GRG to fuse together and project manage the development of an Integrated Security Solution (ISS) for our client in the nuclear and critical national infrastructure sector. This innovative partnership approach is in line with industry best practices harnessing innovative Effects Based Security Design (EBSD) and ISO 31000 security risk management with cyber resilience and information assurance processes.

Key elements of our support include:

- An innovative EBSD providing clarity over the effects needed to achieve project success
- An advanced, bespoke Security Design process consistent with threat the environment
- Innovative Cyber Resilience and Information Assurance methodologies
- A well-conceived and rehearsed project management methodology based on international standards

Our resilient solution is based on a multi-layered security system able to adapt to possible failure in component parts without compromising the security of the Nuclear Power Plant (NPP).